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(Sep 20, 2017) Jay-Z's new album Reasonable Doubt is out next Friday and I'm sure that if you listen to enough Jay-Z you'll remember thatMenu We’ve all been there: You’re standing in the food court at the mall. You’ve brought your friends and family together to build your very own ice cream sandwich. You’ve all formed your crunchy
ice cream sandwiches and walked away from the food court; your ice cream is soggy, your sandwich is about to collapse, and you haven’t even tasted a bite. Why not take your sandwiches outside to the mall’s backyard? This serves two purposes: You get to eat your sandwich in the open air, and you get a free “vacation” in your lunch break.
Outdoor Mall Picnic Since this is your mall’s backyard, you’ll need to be mindful of their rules. But don’t let that stop you! You can have as much fun as you’d like, just as long as you don’t burn down their mall. Start the Ice Cream Sandwich Making your ice cream sandwich in the mall’s backyard requires some creativity. To build it, first
use the two pieces of bread to cover each other completely. Then, place a scoop of ice cream on each piece of bread, and sandwich it together. Make sure that the bread is on top, not underneath, the ice cream. This will help to create a nice texture between your sandwich and the ice cream. If you like, you can put some ice cream between
the two pieces of bread, and then add toppings on top. Spread the Love Malls tend to be very protective of their public spaces, and you don’t want to cause a commotion by throwing your ice cream sandwiches on the ground. So, make sure you place them carefully on the grass. Also, make sure you give your sandwich some sort of
presentation. Place a flower on top of it, or make it look like an alien spaceship, or something. Best Ice Cream Sandwich Places We’ve got you covered if you want to make the most delicious and epic ice cream sandwiches. Rocky Mountain Ice Cream (Denver) You can’t get more creative and adventurous than Rocky Mountain. They make
some of the coolest flavors of
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